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Handwriting practice is painless with these rib-tickling reproducibles! Each page features some

quick &#147;word warm-upsâ€• plus a hilarious joke or riddle to copy with care. And hereâ€™s more

good news: Kids can snip and staple the pages together to make an instant joke book to share with

pals! Handwriting has never been so much fun! For use with Grades K&#150;2.
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Finally a book that makes proper handwriting meaningful and fun. My seven year old looks forward

to it and does her best. With past excercises she would go on auto pilot during handwriting but now

she is fully engaged. I let her pick the joke for each lesson so she practices her reading skills at the

same time. At the end she is rewarded with a joke book of her own creation rather than a simple

certificate. Some of the jokes leave much to be desired and aren't very clever but those are the

ones she laughs the hardest at.

My 8 year old has atrocious handwriting and I got this book for her to practice, one page a day, on

writing slowly and neatly. She balked at the "K-2" on the cover but these jokes are great even for

kids her age. She likes it!



Very helpful for building hand muscles. I recommend NOT letting them read ahead in the jokes so

that the joke becomes a reward for doing the work. Every time they practice, they get at least one

joke/riddle to try out on you or their siblings,

This workbook will only make a joke book if you copy all of the pages so they are one-sided. If you

try to cut the pages apart after they have been written on you will cut into the joke on the other side.

While I don't mind making copies of workbook pages for my five-year-old to use, I originally was not

planning on doing it with this workbook. Additionally, I purchased this workbook from  in new

condition. The one I received has three or four pages written on by another child. It is written in

pencil so I won't be returning it, especially since I will have to make photocopies of all the pages.

But, I expect that  should being more observant of returned workbooks before sending them out

again. My son has not started to use it yet, but I expect that he will enjoy it. I most likely will also be

purchasing the workbook for cursive handwriting practice as well. Basically, my three-star rating is

directed toward not being able to use the original pages.

For six months I couldn't get my home school 7 year old to practice his handwriting. This joke book

worked. He thinks it's hilarious and he can finish quickly. His penmanship has improved and that is

all that matters.

My son absolutely loves this because of the jokes! He needed a little extra handwriting practice and

this was a fun way to do it! Great job creators making kids a joy the work is like 90% of the battle.

My daughter is about to start third grade, and confessed to me that she was nervous about having

to write so much. She's great with coming up with ideas and constructing sentences, but her

handwriting is bad, and getting her ideas down on paper is a challenge for her. We ordered this

book hoping that a little more practice over the summer will help her feel more confident and make

writing a little easier for her.The book is excellent, and she really likes it. Each page has a few

letters or words to practice, followed by a joke or riddle to copy. She is enjoying the fun of the joke,

which helps her not get bored with practicing her handwriting. She's doing one page a day, and it's

almost like a treat for her because she gets to learn a new joke. It's a very low pressure, fun way to

practice her writing and prepare for the beginning of school without anxiety.

I bought two handwriting book, but my first grader prefers this one because of the jokes. Also, I love



the format of very little tracing, and mostly copywork. It forces them to practice the letters without

just tracing. But be prepared to be hearing the jokes over and over again! :-)
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